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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2540-In addition, David’s life still revolved 
around Pebbles every day. 

With an unlimited supply of treasures and staying by David’s side, the little girl 
grew at a speed almost visible to the naked eye. 

Haifa month passed quickly. 

David’s lavish points finally broke the million mark. 

It was much slower than before, but at least it was still growing. 

During this half month, no one came to trouble David. 

After the Marche family and the Campbell family returned, they did not do 
anything. 

They were never seen or heard of again. 

Whatever method David used to severely wound Agatha, he must have some 
connection with an Overlord. 

Otherwise, he would not be able to do so. 

All forces that were connected to an Overlord needed to be treated with 
caution. 

The Marche family originally wanted to apologize again. 

However, before Agatha left, David said that he did not want to see the 
Marche family again and asked the Marche 

family to give up such an idea. 

When his lavish points came to a million, David chose to go into seclusion 
again once again. 

After his consciousness returned to Earth, he turned on the system. 

[Body: Ancient level 10 (You may upgrade using 10 million lavish points) 



[Mind: Ancient level 10 (You may upgrade using 10 million lavish points) 

[Combat: Partial Heavenly Overlord 

[Lavish Points: 1013586 

[Special skill: Cloning (level 5)] 

He directly chose to upgrade Cloning. 

A window popped up. 

[Upgrading Cloning will consume one million lavish points. After the upgrade, 
Cloning will be upgraded from the original level 5 to level 6, and the limit of 
clones will also be 

changed from 27 to 81. Please confirm whether to upgrade.] 

Below were two options. 

Yes and No. 

When David saw that, he immediately beamed with joy. 

Unexpectedly, after Cloning was upgraded to level 6, the number of clones 
would increase to 81. 

81 clones in addition to the main form would be 82 partial Heavenly Overlords. 

Even if he ran into a real Heavenly Overlord, David figured that he could still 
fight. 

Even if he could not, he could still escape. 

He did not believe that the main form would not be able to escape with so 
many clones shielding a retreat for him. 

If this did not work, the clones could self-detonate. 

What kind of destructive power would dozens of Heavenly Overlord clones 
create after they exploded? 

It would be absolutely terrifying. 



Even a real Heavenly Overlord would stay away. 

After confirming that he wanted to upgrade Cloning, one million lavish points 
disappeared and the level of Cloning also changed accordingly. 

It went from level 5 to level 6. 

The number of clones also increased from 27 to 81. 

The upgrade of this secret technique was much simpler than breaking through 
the realm. 

It did not cause physical discomfort and yet there would be some more 
experience and knowledge in his mind somehow. 

That was the power of the system. 

Even if he had not practiced secret techniques and skills, it would feel like he 
had practiced countless times after using the system to upgrade himself. He 
would gain plentiful experience. 

After completing the upgrade of Cloning, what David needed to worry about 
now was how to restore his blood essence. 

It was not a big problem now that he could still endure it. 

However, he might need it in the future. 

So, he had to be prepared in advance. 

 


